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Objective: To determine when providing a second representation as feedback during problem solving enhances learning in mathematics.

Perspective: Math and science are often communicated with abstract symbols. Learning these domains involves fluently using these symbols and correctly applying conceptual principles to them. How might a second representation provide grounding for learning a symbolic representation? By “grounding” we mean connecting to a more concrete or familiar foundation on which to make sense or build meaning. Grounded feedback is based on the common characteristics of tutor designs that were previously shown to be successful: students manipulate a to-be-learned representation, while a linked representation reflects those inputs in a form that is easier to reason with (Mathan & Koedinger, 2005; Nathan, 1998). Grounded feedback is grounded “in the world” and in the student’s prior knowledge (Stampfer & Koedinger, 2012).

We hypothesize that grounded feedback allows students to apply their prior conceptual knowledge to the more-familiar feedback representation and then decide if their work with the to-be-learned representation is correct. This hypothesis follows from Ohlsson’s theory of learning from performance errors: learners identify errors when there is a discrepancy between what the learner expects and what actually happens (Ohlsson, 1996). Grounded feedback provides the context in which the discrepancy can occur. For example, a learner may guess that 1/10 is larger than 1/4 because 10 is bigger than 4. Comparing two equal-sized rectangles, one with 1/10 shaded and one with 1/4 shaded should alert the learner to her error: she expects 1/10 to have more shaded, but sees that it has less. The more-familiar rectangle representation serves to disambiguate the meaning of the less-familiar symbolic representation (Ainsworth, 1999). Importantly, in grounded feedback students do not directly manipulate the familiar representation. Transfer between symbolic and non-symbolic representations is difficult for students (Uttal et al., 2013), likely because the cognitive demands of working in each type of representation are different (Sarama & Clements, 2009). Therefore, while grounded feedback includes a familiar representation to facilitate sense making and self-evaluation, transfer is encouraged by having students act directly on the to-be-learned representation. However, few experiments have compared grounded feedback to other types of support. Some found robust improvements in learning compared to problem-solving with right/wrong feedback (Mathan & Koedinger, 2005; Nathan, 1998), while others found no differences (Yerushalmy, 1991), or benefits for worked examples over grounded feedback when using three representations (Rau, Aleven, Rummel, & Rohrbach, 2012). More research is needed to identify the contexts and design strategies that make grounded feedback useful.

The current study is a follow-up to a previous experiment comparing a grounded feedback fraction addition tutor to a symbols-only control with right/wrong feedback (Stampfer & Koedinger, 2012). That study found greater pretest to posttest gains for the control condition, though the grounded condition caught up at the delayed posttest. One explanation for these results was that grounded feedback students often seemed unable to correctly interpret and integrate both representations (Stampfer & Koedinger, 2012),
perhaps due to gaps in prior knowledge or still-developing meta-cognitive skills. The current experiment investigates if pre-instruction on the feedback representation and a longer intervention time can lead to greater learning gains relative to a control.

**Methods and Materials:** We experimentally compared grounded feedback to immediate, step-level right/wrong feedback in intelligent tutors for fraction addition. Figure 1 shows a screenshot from the grounded feedback tutor, constructed with CTAT (Aleven, McLaren, Sewall, & Koedinger, 2006). Students input numbers at the bottom of the interface, while fraction bars reflect the converted and sum fractions in a more concrete form. The fraction bars aim to ground the symbolic fractions by making their magnitude more salient. In addition, the grounding relies on students’ prior knowledge of equivalence: equivalent fractions have the same magnitude, so equivalent fraction bars have the same amount colored in. Grounded feedback allows students to see the consequences of their errors and thus may promote students’ evaluation of their own work (e.g., a student may guess that $8/24 + 9/24 = 17/48$, but the fraction bars show that $17/48$ is too small). While the grounded feedback tutor offers on-demand text hints, it does not provide step-level right/wrong feedback, and does not prevent students from erasing correct inputs.

To help students interpret the fraction bar representations, the current grounded feedback tutor includes up-front instruction on the fraction bars. The instruction consists of multiple-choice problems, beginning with questions on fraction equivalence (expected to be within students’ prior knowledge; Stampfer & Koedinger, 2013) and gradually fading in the addition operations and fraction symbols. This progression is based on concreteness fading (Fyfe, McNeil, Son, & Goldstone, 2014). For these problems, students were given immediate right/wrong feedback and on-demand hints. Sample problems are shown in Figures 2-4.
Figure 2. Question 1 of the up-front fraction bar instruction. 72% of students solved the problem, without hints, on their first try.

Compare the rectangles, then decide if the equation is true or false.

Figure 3. Question 5 of the up-front fraction bar instruction. 53% of students solved the problem, without hints, on their first try.

What does this rectangle represent?

Figure 4. Question 10 of the up-front fraction bar instruction. 81% of students solved the problem, without hints, on their first try.

The control tutor gave the same fraction addition problems as the grounded feedback tutor, but did not show any fraction rectangles. Instead, the control tutor provided immediate right/wrong feedback on each step, and did not allow students to change correct inputs. The control tutor did not include the up-front fraction bar instruction. With both tutors, students were required to solve the current problem correctly before moving on to the next one. All components of the study were done online, and student actions were logged to DataShop (Koedinger et al., 2010). To analyze learning, we examined students’ pre- and post-test scores.
Participants, Procedures, and Data: 194 students from 9 classes at a local public school participated in the experiment (60 4th graders and 134 5th graders). 31 students were removed from the sample because they were absent during the pre- or post-test, or they spent less than 45 minutes on their assigned tutor, leaving 163 students (78 grounded, 85 control). The experiment took place at the school during class time over four consecutive days. All random assignment was within-class. Students were given a 15-minute pretest, worked with a randomly assigned tutor for up to 80 minutes (including the fraction bar instruction for the grounded feedback condition), and then took a 15-minute posttest the next day. Pre- and post-tests were administered on a computer and students could not return to previously answered questions.

The 29-question pre- and post-tests included 12 symbolic fraction addition items, 9 evaluation items, and 8 other items. Evaluation items proposed a fraction addition equation and asked if the sum was correct, too big, or too small (3 each of pictures only, numbers only, and both pictures and numbers; see figures 5-6). Answers were scored 1 if correct and 0 otherwise. Two matched tests were counterbalanced, question order was determined randomly, and half of the tests were given in reversed question order.

Results: Both conditions improved from pre- to post-test. Figures 7 and 8 show the average scores for the overall pre- and post-tests and for the addition, evaluation, and other items, by condition. Paired samples t-tests show all within-condition differences from pre- to posttest are significant (p < .01) – evidence of learning from both tutors.
An ANOVA was run on pretest score, with pretest order, pretest form, class tracking level, and condition as fixed factors, and class as a random factor. There were no significant condition differences at pre-test ($F(1, 142) = .123, p = .7$).

To test if condition had a significant effect on learning, we re-ran the model used for pre-test score, this time on post-test score, with pretest score as a covariate. The first model included all two-way interactions with pretest score. After removing non-significant interactions and main effects, the final model included class and total pretest score as significant main effects (class: $F(8,152) = 4.19, p < .01$; total pretest score: $F(1, 152) = 81.6, p < .01$) and condition as a marginal main effect ($F(1, 152) = 3.46, p = .065$), in favor of grounded feedback. The same tests were repeated on the addition and evaluation items, but condition was not significant.
How did transfer from the grounded tutor to a symbols-only assessment compare to transfer from the symbols-only tutor to a dual-representation assessment? To determine if there were condition differences for scores on the numbers only and pictures and numbers evaluation items, a MANOVA was run on the post-test scores for each evaluation type, with corresponding pretest scores as covariates and class and condition as fixed factors. Multivariate tests showed pretest scores and class were significant (pictures and numbers pre-test: F(2, 150) = 3.5, p = .031; numbers only pre-test: F(2, 150) = 12.1, p < .001; class: F(16, 303) = 2.29, p = .003), as was condition (F(2, 150) = 3.11, p = .047), in favor of grounded feedback. Condition was significant on the post-test score for the pictures and numbers items (F(1, 151) = 6.07, p = .015, again in favor of grounding), but not for the numbers only items (F(1,151) = .356, p = .552). Figure 9 shows the estimated marginal means for the two evaluation types, by condition.
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Figure 9. Estimated marginal means for the numbers only and pictures and numbers posttest evaluation items, with 95% confidence intervals.

**Significance**: This study provides evidence that grounded feedback may be more effective for learning than step-level right/wrong feedback in the target representation. The results from the symbolic fraction addition items indicate that students who learned with concrete and symbolic representations (the grounded feedback condition) could demonstrate transfer to symbols-only questions. Since total time with the tutors was controlled, these results show that giving students time to practice with the feedback representation did not detract from their learning of the target material.

The results from the evaluation items further suggest that grounded feedback promotes transfer better than a symbols-only control. The numbers-only evaluation items only included the symbolic representation present in the control tutor, while the pictures and numbers evaluation items included both representations from the grounded tutor. Therefore, the pictures and numbers items can be considered target items for the grounded students while the numbers only items are transfer, and visa versa for the control students. With this view, the grounded feedback students were better than the control students at transferring their knowledge to the less-familiar format: Grounded students scored just as well on the numbers only problems as the control students, while outperforming them on the pictures and numbers items.

By comparing grounded feedback to a robust control, this study adds to the very limited literature on grounded feedback. It provides a demonstration of effectiveness of the approach, not only in producing learning, but also in possibly producing more learning than a tight, high-bar control condition. While previous studies with adults found
benefits for grounded feedback (Mathan & Koedinger, 2005; Nathan, 1998), studies with children did not (Rau et al., 2012; Stampfer & Koedinger, 2012; Yerushalmy, 1991). The current study provided up-front instruction on interpreting the grounded feedback, a component not present in previous work on the fraction addition tutor (Stampfer & Koedinger, 2012). This indicates that children may benefit more from grounded feedback when they are supported in interpreting the feedback and coordinating the symbolic and feedback representations – meta-cognitive tasks which may come easier to adults. While the study is certainly not conclusive, these results suggest that grounded feedback holds promise for middle-school students when they are given instruction in interpreting it. Further research is warranted, especially on the mechanisms and developmental trajectories for student learning with grounded feedback.
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